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FREE ACTIONS OF SURFACE GROUPS ON R-TREES 
JOHN W. MORGAN~ and PETER B. SHALEN;S 
IN [9] Lyndon introduced a class of real-valued functions on groups, now called Lyndon 
length functions, and showed that a group is free if and only if it admits an integer-valued 
Lyndon length function. He raised the question of which groups admit R-valued Lyndon 
length functions. Using the construction of Chiswell [3] this question can be re-interpreted 
as asking which groups act freely (by isometries) on R-trees. (For the definition of an R-tree 
see [l2].) 
The examples of such groups pointed out by Lyndon arc arbitrary fret products of 
subgroups of R. The first examples not of this type wcrc pivcn by Alpcrin Moss in [Z]. Their 
examples arc not finitely gencratcd. In this paper WI: give the first finitely gcncratcd 
examples which are not free products of free abclian groups. 
We refer to the three closed non-orientable surfaces of Euler characteristic 2 - I as 
e.wep~ionul surfuces. Their fundamental groups are called excrprionul sutjk~r yroups. 
The class of groups that act freely on R-trees is closed under free products. Thus, it 
follows from Theorem I that any free product of non-exceptional surface groups and finitely 
generated free abelian groups acts freely on an R-tree. This raises the following questions: 
If I- is afinitely yenerured yroup which uclsfreely on an R-tree T. rhen is I- ufree producl of 
non-excep~ionul surfuce yroups and finilely yeneruled free uhrliun yroups? 
According to Proposition IV.2.2 of [ 141. the above question has a affirmative answer if 
I- is assumed to be the fundamental group of a 3-manifold. In [IO] it is proved that the 
answer is affirmative if I- is assumed to be of the form FO*,F, where F,, and F, are free 
groups. In [63 it is shown that the answer is afiirmative in the case when T is the completion 
of a A-tree whcrc A is a subgroup of R with dim,(A @ Q) s 2. 
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The proof of Theorem 1 is immediate in the case when the surface is not hyperbolic. In 
the hyperbolic case it is a consequence of Thurston’s theory of measured laminations. The 
point is that on any non-exceptional closed hyperbolic surface there is a transversely 
measured, geodesic lamination all of whose complementary components are simply con- 
nected. We show that dual to a transversely measured. geodesic lamination on a surface 
there is an action of the fundamental group of the surface on an R-tree. The stabilizers of the 
points of the tree are the stabilizers of the complementary regions and of the leaves of the 
induced lamination in the universal covering. Thus, the condition that the complementary 
regions be simply connected (and consequently, that all the leaves be simply connected) 
implies that the dual action is free. 
The proof of Theorem 2 is also immediate in the case when the surface in question is RP* 
or a Klein bottle. The case of the closed surface of Euler characteristic - 1 follows an 
analysis inspired by that of [IO]. 
We first announced Theorem I in the orientable case in 1982. It was incorrectly asserted 
in [IS] that Theorem 1 holds for all surfaces except RP2 and the Klein bottle. We are 
grateful to Walter Parry for pointing out to us the correct statement of Theorem I in the 
non-orientable case. He also gave an independent proof in this case. 
I. TIIE R-TREE DC’AL TO A !tlEASURED LAMINATION 
This section is dcvotcd to constructing R-trees dual to certain mcasurcd laminations in 
manifolds. and to describing the stabilizers of points under these actions in terms of the 
original laminations. At the end of the section wc specialize to the case of a measured 
gcodcsic lamination on a hyperbolic surface. 
By a mcasurcd lamination in a compact manifold WC mean a codimcnsion-I lamination 
with a transverse measure of full support. For a more detailed definition and for the basic 
properties of measured laminations see [ 131. 
In this section (U, 11) is a measured lamination, with support X, in a compact manifold 
M. Let (9, fi) be the induced measured lamination in the universal covering I%?. Let C be 
the set of components of bl - x’. The following conditions will be assumed to hold: 
(3a) X is nowhere dense in M; 
(3b) each leaf of 9 is a closed subset of fl; and 
(3~) if p and y are points of &? - x’ then there is a path w; I -+ d. with w(O) = p 
and Q(l) = y, which is transverse to the leaves of 3 and which crosses each leaf at 
most once. 
Let cO, c, EC. Suppose that w and o' are transverse paths from points x,,Ec,, to ?I, ECU 
and from _Y; E e0 to x’, E ci respectively with o crossing each leaf of p at most once. There is 
amapR:Ixf-+fi withR~Ix(Oj=w,R~fx{I}=w’.R({O~xf)cc,andR(~l} 
x I) c c,. Since 2 is nowhere dense, we can suppose that Q is transverse to (2, ji). Then R 
pulls 9 back to a measured lamination fZ*(9. fi) on I x I. By Condition (3b), all leaves of 
Q*2 are compact. Clearly then, each leaf of S2*E is either a circle or an arc with endpoints 
in I x (0, 1). No leaf ofR+g can have both endpoints in I x {0} since w crosses each leaf of 
2 at most once. It follows that all the leaves of Q*$ which meet d(l x I) are either arcs 
running from I x {0} to f x {I} or arcs with both endpoints in f x { I}. From this one sees 
easily that 
(4) 
with equality if and only if w’ crosses each leaf of $’ at most once. 
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We define a metric on the set C as follows: Let c0 and c1 be points of C. i.e.. 
complementary regions of p in iz’i. Choose points x0 ECU c ,C’r and x1 EC, c 16. Let w: 
I + ,G be a path transverse to the leaves of $’ with w(O) = x0 and w(1) = x1. Suppose 
furthermore that w crosses each leaf of 2 at most once. We define d(c,,c,) to be the 
geometric intersection number of w with (2, fi). i.e., to be J, w*(ji). It follows from (4) that d 
is well-defined and satisfies the triangle inequality. It is clear from the definition that d is 
7rI (n-i )-invariant. 
LEMMA 5. There exist an R-tree T and an isometric embedding $I: C 4 T such thut: 
(i) $I( C) spans T (i.e., the smallest subtree oj T containing II/(C) is ull of T). 
(ii) Any point t E T- +(C) is an edyepoint in the sense thut t sepurutes T into two 
components. 
(iii) The action oj R, ( IV ) on C extends uniquely fo an action of n, ( M ) by isometrics on T. 
Between uny two such R-trees there is an equirariunr isomelrp commutiny with Ihe embeddinys 
oj- c. 
Prooj: According to [I]. to show the existence of an R-tree T and an isometric 
embedding IJ: C G T satisfying Condition (i). we need only show that the orerlapjirnction 
p A rq defined by p A ,q = (d(p, r) + d(y, r) - d(p. q))/2 satisfies the following property: 
(6) (p h,q) > (P h,S)=-p A,s = q A,.v 
In order to verify (6) we give a gcomctric interpretation of p ~,y. Choose points .x,,~r. 
x, up and .K~E~. Let o)ij bc a path transverse to p, crossing each Icaf at most once. 
beginning at x, and ending at xj. Let CT bc an abstract 2-simplex with vortices (.x0. x,, x2 ). 
The t”ij dcfinc a map c’a + h’I. WC cxtcnd this map to a map 51: a --, l? transvcrsc to 9. The 
lamination Q*$’ has the form suggcstcd by Fig. I. 
Xl 
Fig. 1 
The total measure of the leaves which are arcs in a joining a point of [x,, x1] to a point 
of [ x0, x2] is p A, q. Let c be the component of fi - 2 containing fI( A). The paths wol and 
wo2 enter c through the same boundary component, but since w12 crosses each leaf of $’ at 
most once, they leave c through distinct boundary components. 
Since each leaf of 9 separates fi into two components and since the UJ,,, cross no leaf 
twice, we see that uol and oo2 cross the same set of complementary regions up to c and then 
afterwards cross no region in common. 
Now suppose that (p h,q) > (p A,s). Let wO,, wo2 and 8oJ be paths transverse to 9 
from r to p, from r to q and from r to s respectively. Then as we move along wO, the last 
region that oO, and c+,, cross in common comes before the last region that w,,, and wg2 
cross in common. Thus the last region that ooJ and UJ,,* cross in common is equal to the last 
region that w,,, and wg3 cross in common. This proves that p A,S = q A,S, and thus, 
establishes (6) above. 
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It follows from [I] that if $: C + T and IL’: C -, T’ are two isometric embeddings 
satisfying (i), then there is a unique isometry j: T + T’ such that j 3 $ = (I’. This implies (iii). 
Notice that it also follows from our geometric description of the overlap function that 
there is a point c E C such that p A r q = d(p, c) and dtp, c) + d(c, q) = d(p. y). According to 
[ 1 J this means that the intersection of any two segments in T with endpoints in Ii/(C) and 
the same initial point is itself a segment with endpoints in $(C). This establishes (ii). 0 
If (9’. p) satisfies Conditions (3). then the R-tree given by Lemma 5 will be called the 
dlral free. Implicitly. the dual tree is equipped with the action given in Part (iii) of Lemma 5. 
Let us now consider the stabilizers in nt( M) of the various points of the dual tree. 
PROPOSITION 7. Let (9, p) satisfy Conditions (3). Let T denote the dual tree. For any c E C 
the stubilker in n,(M) of *(C)E T is equul to the stabilizer of c c fi. For uny t E T- I++(C) 
there is a leaf of 2 whose stabilizer is equal to that oft. 
Pror$ The first part is clear. Now suppose that t e T- q+(C). Since by Lemma 5, I(/( C) 
spans T and t separates T into two components, there are points a, be I/l(C) on opposite 
sides oft. Set c, = $ - ‘(n) and ch = I/I - t(h). Let w be a path from c, to cb crossing each leaf 
of 3 at most once. The least upper bound of the set of points in [O. I] mapped by w to 
complementary regions corresponding to points of T on the u-side of t is equal to the 
grcatcst lower bound of the set of points in [O, I] mapped to complementary regions 
corresponding to points of Ton the h-side oft. This common point is mapped to a leaf of 9 
which scparatcs the two sets of complcmcntary regions. The stabilizer of this leaf is the 
stabilizer of t E T. c3 
Now let Z bc a (complctc) hyperbolic surface of finite area. A geodesic ltrminuticm on X is 
a lamination ail of whose Icavcs arc geodesics. A meusured geodesic luminution on X is a 
pcodcsic lamination with a transvcrsc mcasurc of full support. 
LEMMA 8. Any mccuured yeodesic luminution on u complete hyperbolic surfuce Z ofjinite 
ureu srrtis]irs Conditions (3) und therefore hus u dual tree. 
f’roo$ It is shown in [ 16. p. 8.273 that the support of a geodesic lamination on Z is of 
zero 2-dimensional HausdorfT measure and hence is nowhere dense. Clearly. the lift of a 
gcodcsic on a hyperbolic surface to the universal covering is a closed subset. Finally, if u and 
bare points in the complement of a geodesic lamination, then the geodesic arc between them 
meets every gcodcsic (except the one that it lies on) in at most one point. Hence it crosses 
each leaf of the given gcodcsic lamination at most once. 0 
2. TliE SPACE OF PROJECTIVE GEODFSIC LAMINATIONS 
Theorem I will be proved in Section 3 by applying Lemma 8 to a measured geodesic 
lamination all of whose leaves and complementary regions are simply connected. The 
construction of such a measured geodesic lamination depends on some of the basic 
propertics of Thurston’s space of projective geodesic laminations (see Section 8.10 of [I63 
and [17] pp. 373-375) which we shall review in this section. 
Let 1 be a hyperbolic surface of finite arca. We identify the universal cover of E with the 
Poincare disk H. A geodesic in H is determined by its endpoints in the unit circle. Thus we 
may identify the set B of all geodesics in H with 
(S’ x S’ - A)/T 
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where A is the diagonal and r is the involution which interchanges the factors. This gives Y a 
natural topology in which it is homeomorphic to the open Mobius band. The action of 
rri (Z) on H induces an action on 4e. Since Z is of finite area, there is a compact subset F of 44 
such that the translates of int F under xi(X) cover Y. 
Geodesic laminations on 1 are in one-to-one correspondence with closed subsets L c 44 
satisfying the following two conditions. 
(9a) L is invariant under K,(E). 
(9b) If I, and I, are distinct geodesics in L then I, n I, = 0. 
A measured geodesic lamination on X corresponds to a locally finite Bore1 measure on Y 
which is invariant under a,(Z) and has as support a set L satisfying (9b). Thus the set 
,K L(Z) of all measured geodesic laminations on Z can be identified with a subset of the 
space B( ?J) of all locally finite Bore1 measures on 48. The weak-+ topology on B(9) induces a 
natural topology on .//L(I). 
LEMMA 10. .K L(2) is a closed subset o/B(B). 
ProoJ Clearly, invariance under n,(X) is a closed condition in B(Y). We show that the 
measures whose supports satisfy Condition (9b) form a closed subset of B(Y). Let p be a 
measure whose support violates (9b). Then there are geodesics I,, I, in the support of ~1 
which cross. It follows from the definition of the topology on 44 that there are open 
neighborhoods U, of the I, such that for any V, E U, and f; E U, we have l’, n 1; # 0. The 
measures that arc positive on both U, and U, form an open neighborhood of p in the 
weak-+ topology; all measures in this neighborhood violate (9b). El 
Let P(U) bc the quotient of B( Y) - (0) under the action of R ’ by homotheties. With the 
quotient topology, P(%) is a HausdorfT space. The set 4 L(X) - {0} c B(9) - (0) is 
invariant under the R *-action. We denote its image in P(g) by 9L(X). An element of 
YL( X) is called a projrctior geodesic Iuminotion. Note that a projective geodesic lamination 
has a well-defined underlying (geodesic) lamination. On the other hand, note that a simple 
closed geodesic y is the underlying lamination of a unique projective geodesic lamination, 
which we shall denote by P(y). The support of P(y) is the set L(y) of all geodesics in H that 
cover y. 
hoPoSlTloN 11. Y L( X) is u compacf Hausdorflspuce. 
N.B. Thurston [16, p. 8.603 and [17. Theorem 5.23 has shown that BL(Z) is homeo- 
morphic to the sphere of dimension - 3x(Z) - 1. 
Proo$ Since P(3) is Hausdorff, so is .YL(Z). 
Let F c 9 be a compact set such that the translates of int F under n,(Z) cover Y. Let E 
denote the set of all It,(Z)-invariant measures PE B(L4) such that p( F ) = 1. Clearly. the 
natural continuous map 
p: d?L(Z)n E +9L(X) 
is bijective. Hence, we need only show that d L(X) n E is compact. By Lemma 10 it is 
enough to show that E is compact. 
Let 15, denote the subset of B(F) consisting of all measures w of total mass 1 satisfying 
the following ‘partial invariance’ condition: 
(12) For every YE n,(X) and every measurable set A c F A y -IF we have v(A) = v(yA). 
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Every v E E, extends uniquely to an x, (Z)-invariant locally finite measure on Y. This defines 
a natural continuous bijection 15, + E. But E, is clearly a closed subset of B(F); since E, 
consists of measures of total mass 1. and since the unit ball in B(F) is compact in the weak-* 
topology, it follows that E, is compact. Hence E is compact. 0 
Rrmurk 13. (a) It follows from the above argument hat the map p is a homeomorphism. 
(b) For any simple closed geodesic 7 in Z, we may represent P(y) by 
where 6, is the S-measure of mass I concentrated at 1. Let us set Q(y) = p - ‘(P(Y))/ F. Then 
Q(r) = &j ,,;,, 4 
where F (7) = L( 7) n F is the set of geodesics in H covering 7 and contained in F, and where 
N(Y) = # F(Y). 
In addition to the above qualitative results about 9L( C), we shall need a well-known 
fact. For completeness, we have included a proof of this result in an Appendix. 
Let II be a closed non-cxcoptional surface. Theorem I is obvious if X is not hyperbolic 
since X,(X) then is isomorphic to the trivial group or to Z x Z. For the rest of this section ;C. 
will be assumed to be a closed non-exceptional hyperbolic surface. 
The method of proof is to produce a non-empty closed subset of YL( X) which contains 
a dense G, consisting of projective classes of measured laminations giving free actions of 
n,(X) on W-trees. It is possible to show that this closed subset is the set of all projective 
geodesic laminations whose underlying geodesic laminations have no leaves which arc 
orientation-reversing simple closed curves. In particular, in the case when Z is orientable 
this closed subset is all of 9L(C). 
If 2 is orientable we let 2 denote the set of simple closed geodesics which are non- 
separating. If I: is non-oricntable we let 2 denote the set of simple closed geodesics which 
are non-separating, orientation-preserving, and have non-orientable complement. Thus in 
either case 2 consists of all orientation-preserving simple closed geodesics which represent 
neither 0 nor w: in H,(X; Z/22), where w: is the PoincarC dual of the first Stiefel-Whitney 
class. We consider the closure 2 of Z in S L( Z). Since 9 L(E) is a compact Hausdorffspace, 
so is Z. Clearly, 2 is non-empty. 
For any simple closed gcodcsic z in I: WC denote by U, the subset of 9’L( E) consisting of 
all projective gcodcsic laminations which have at least one leaf crossing Q. (In particular, a 
projective geodesic lamination which has CI as a leaf does not belong to V,.) 
PROPOSITION 15. The set U, n 2 is open and dense in z. 
The proof of the proposition depends on the following lemma. 
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LEMMA 16. Let YE Z hr yiren. Let z be a simple closed geodesic which does not cross 7. 
Then there is an orientation-preserving simple closed geodesic j3 which crosses z. and which 
crosses 7 in a single point. 
Proof Since 7 is in Z. there is an orientation-preserving simple closed geodesic 6 which 
meets ;’ in a single point. If 6 crosses z then we are done. Otherwise, we write I3 = A u T,, 
where A is a compact surface with one boundary component and T, is a z-torus with a hole; 
we can do this so that z c A and 7 u S c T,. Since I: is a non-exceptional surface, we have 
X(A) < 0. 
Consider first the case where z is isotopic to 2.4. Since x(A) < 0 and A has only one 
boundary component. there is an orientation-preserving simple closed curve o in A which is 
neither trivial nor boundary-parallel. In this case we take /3 to be the simple closed geodesic 
freely homotopic to the connected sum of S with w. 
Now suppose that cx is not boundary-parallel in A. Let A^ be the closed surface obtained 
by attaching a disk to ?A. Then x( A^) s 0 and z is a homotopically non-trivial simple closed 
curve in A^. This implies that there is an orientation-preserving simple closed curve (0 in A^ 
which has essential intersection with a. We again take 0 to be the simple closed geodesic 
freely homotopic to the connected sum of o and S. 
In both cxxs. it is easy to see that b has all the properties asserted in Lemma 16. Cl 
I’roc!/‘c!l‘Propc,silion 15. First WC show that U= is an open subset of .Y L( Z). Let C’dcnote 
the set of all gcodcsics in tI whose images in Z cross z. Clearly, C’ is an open subset of !G’. 
tlcnce. the set of measured gcodcsic laminations whose supports meet Vis an open subset of 
.//I,(X). Hut the latter set is the prc-image of U, in .NL(X)- {O). 
I[ follows immediately that U, n 2 is an open subset of 2. To show that it is dcnsc, it is 
enough to show that every element of Z is in the closure of Z n U,. 
Let ;‘E% be given. Ify crosses z then YE U, and we are done. Thus we may assume that a 
does not cross 7. Let /I be the geodesic given by Lemma 16. Let fin denote the simple closed 
geodesic freely homotopic to y” I 11. By Proposition 14 the sequence (fl.) converges to y in 
.4 L( X). We shall show that all but at most one of the /J, are contained in CJ, n Z, so that y 
belongs to the closure of U, n Z as required. We do this by proving that all the 11, are in Z 
and that all but at most one of them are in U,. 
Since /I and 7 arc orientation-preserving and meet in a single point, each /I, meets y in a 
single point. Thus, no 8. is trivial and no /3. represents WT. Hence all the B, are contained 
in Z. 
If z = y. then all the pm have intersection number f 1 with z, and hence lie in U,. Now 
suppose that z # ‘J. This means that a and y are disjoint. Let X, denote the hyperbolic 
surface with totally geodesic boundary obtained by splitting 1 along a. We can write /? as a 
union of a finite number of properly embedded geodesic arcs b,, . . . , b,, in I& We take b, to 
be the arc containing the point of intersection of /3 and y. Let b, = c + d where c and d are 
arcs and c n d = p n y. Then /& is isotopic to a simple closed curve /I:, made up of the arcs 
b 2,. . ** h, and an arc b,(n) which is homotopic in E,, relative to its endpoints, to c l y” l d. If 
B. does not cross a. then one of the arcs that make up 8; must be homotopic in C,, relative 
to its endpoints, into x. The only possible candidate for such an arc is b,(n). Suppose that 
thcrc are distinct integers m and n such that p,,, and fl. are not in CJ,. By the above 
discussion, this means that h,(m) and b,(n) are both homotopic. relative to their endpoints, 
into ?I:,. It follows that ;.n-m is freely homotopic in 1:. into the boundary. This is impossible 
since 7 is a closed geodesic in int Xx:,. 0 
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PR~PCISITION 17. On every closed non-exceptional hyperbolic surface Z there exists a 
measured geodesic lamination whose leaves and complemenrary regions are all simply con- 
nected. 
Proof Since 2 is a non-empty compact Hausdorff space, it follows from Proposition 15 
and the Baire Category Theorem [8, Thm. 2-781 that 
where a ranges over the set of simple closed geodesics on X. This means that there is a 
measured lamination (9, p) on X such that for every simple closed geodesic z there is a leaf 
of Y’ crossing a. Thus, Y contains no closed leaf, and there is no simple closed geodesic 
disjoint from the support of 9. Proposition 17 follows. cl 
Proof of Theorem I. Let (9, p) be the measured lamination given by Proposition 17. By 
Lemma 8 there is a dual tree to (9,~) on which x1(X) acts. Since the leaves and 
complementary regions of Y are simply connected it follows form Proposition 7 that the 
action is free. IJ 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
The purpose of this section is to prove Theorem 2. The result is clear for RP* since any 
action of Z/22 on an R-tree must have a fixed point. Suppose that G is isomorphic to the 
fundamental group of the Klein bottle and that we have a free action of G on an R-tree. 
Since C contains a normal subgroup N isomorphic to 2 x Z, the minimal invariant sub-tree 
[S] for N is the minimal invariant sub-tree for C. But if T is an R-tree admitting a minimal 
free action of Z x Z, then T is isometric to R. Thus, the supposed free action of G on an R- 
tree contains a free action of G on R. But it is easy to see that there is no free action of G on R 
by isometrics. 
The rest of this section treats the case when G is isomorphic to the fundamental group of 
a closed surface of Euler characteristic - I. 
LEMMA 18. Let F be a free group on generators a and 6. Let 
F x TO + TO 
be a minimalfree action on an R-tree. Let A c TO be the axis of the commutator [a. b]. Let T he 
the translation length of [a, b]. Then there exist a point PEA and an element gE F such that 
gpe A and d(p, gp) = ~12. 
Prooj By [ 1 l] or Theorem 5.2 of [73, we know that this action is properly discon- 
tinuous. There are three possibilities for the quotient space Q. They are pictured in Fig. 2. 
Fig. 2 
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Changing the basis for F leaves the commutator invariant up to conjugation and 
inversion. Thus, we can assume in each case that the basis (u. bj for F is the geometric basis 
indicated in Fig. 2. (Here, we have chosen a base point in T and identified F with the 
fundamental group of Q.) 
Since [a. b] has an axis, there is an isometric immersionfof the circle S = R/TZ into Q 
representing the conjugacy class of [a, b]. Since the axis of A is unique, the immersionfis 
unique up to rotations of S. To constructjit suffices to find a cyclically reduced edge path in 
Q representing the conjugacy class of [a. b]. To prove the lemma it suffices to find two 
points p,, and p1 in S separated by a distance r/2 and having the same image in Q. We define 
the edge paths and points in the three cases in the manner shown in Fig. 3. In Case 2 the 
points p0 and p, are the midpoints of the edges labelled X and X-‘. 0 
Cuel: L . 
PO x Y P, x-’ y-1 
PO PI 
cae2: l . 
X Z Y“ X-1 - z-’ Y 
cale3: - 
PO X Z Y z-1 P, x-’ z - y-8 - Z-: 
Fig. 3 
Proof of Tlrwrum 2 in the cusc of Euler charucrrri.sfic - I. Let G be the fundamental 
group of a closed surface of Euler characteristic - I. We have a decomposition of G as a free 
product with amalgamation 
Fe<,, (2) 
whcrc F is the free group generated by a and b, and where I is identified with the 
commutator [u. b] in F and with 1’ in (1). 
Suppose that there is a free action of G on an R-tree T. Let To be the minimal invariant 
subtree for F c G. By Lemma 18 there exist a point p in the axis A of the commutator [a. b] 
and an element y E F such that gpe A and d(p, yp) = r/2, where T is the translation length 
of [u. b]. 
On the other hand, in G we have [a, b] = 1’. Thus, 1 has A for its axis and has 
translation length r/2. Hence ,I* ’ yp =p. This is a contradiction since I * ’ y is a non-trivial 
element of G. cl 
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APPENDIX 
The purpose of this appendix is to give a proof of Proposition 14. Bcforc directly broaching this 
result we need some clcmcntary facts from hyperbolic gcomctry. 
LEMMA Al. Let 
hr un element v/Sf.(2. R) with truce > 2. Let A be its uxis in tl. Then A crosses the positirr imuyinury 
uxis I ifund only i/ yr > 0. Furthermore, ijqr > 0 then 
\/;;; = sin(o)sinh(r/2) 
where T is the frunslution lrnyth of M und where 0 is the ucute unyle between A und I. 
Prooj. The tixed points of M on the real axis are 
(P-s) f J(p -s)* + 4qr 
2r 
Thus A is the semi-circle in H with center (p - s)/2r and radius (J(p -s)* + 4qr)/Zr. The first 
assertion follows. It also follows that if qr > 0, then 
2JG 
sin(0) = Ax; 
which is equivalent to the second assertion. 0 
LEMMA A2. Let b and c be hyperbolic motions o/H whose uxes B and C cross ut an anyle 0 and let r 
be the trunslution lenyth ojb. Let E > 0 be yieen. For every inreyer n set b, = c”b, let B, and 7, denote the 
a.xis and the translution lenyrh o/b,. Let S, be the intersection of B, with the c-neighborhood of C. Let h, 
be the hyperbolic lenyth ojthe seyment S,. Then we huce 
lim T, = cxj and 
“-xl 
lim (~,-h~)= 2(logsinh(r/?)+logsin(O)-logtanh(c)). 
ll-r 
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Proof. We can assume that a matrix representative for c is 
with i > I, and consequently that C is the positive imaginary axis. Let 
be a matrix representative for b. By Lemma Al we have qr > 0, and hence p # 0. 
A matrix representative for B, is 
Since p # 0 and i, > 1. we have lim, _r 1 trace( M,)I = 70. This implies the first assertion. 
Since qlrl = qr > 0. it follows from Lemma Al that for every n, the axes B, and C cross, and that 
the angle 0. formed by B, and C satisfies 
(A3) sin(0,) sinh(r,/Z) = ,/& = sin(o) sinh(r/Z). 
In light of this and the first assertion, we have 
(A4 lim 0, = 0. 
“‘I’ 
The point B, n C divides the segment S, into IWO equal subsegments. Let r, denote one of these. 
Then T. is the hypotenuse of a hyperbolic right triangle having one leg in C; the other leg has length c. 
(Set Fig. 4.) 
By formula 12.99 of [4] WC have 
(AS) tanh(c) = sinh(h,/2)*tan(II,). 
,. 
I” _/I c c 
Fig. 4 
It follows immediately from (A4) and (AS) that 
bw lim II,= ‘u. 
I - % 
It follows from (A3) and (AS) that 
(A7) 
sinh(rJ2) sin(o) sinh(T/Z) 
sinh(h,/2) = tanh(c).cos(0,)’ 
The second conclusion of the lemma follows from (A4). (A6), and (A7). Cl 
Proc$o/ Proposirion 14. The proposition asserts that 
lim Q/I,) = P(y). 
I - r, 
Since YL( Z) is compact, it is enough to show that any convergent subsequence of ( P(/lm)) has P(7) as 
its limit. Let (P(&)) be a subsequence converging to some PEPL(Z). In order to show that P = P(y) 
it is enough to show that the support of P in ‘9 is contained in t(7). the set of geodesics covering y. 
Let D c H be a closed ball such that the translates of int D under n,(Z. x) cover H. Let F c 9 
denote the set of all geodesics which meet D. Then P is compact and int F consists of all geodesics 
which meet int D. In particular the n,(Z)-translates of int F cover 9. Now define the set E and the 
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map p: .K L(T)n E - Yf.(E) as in the proof of Proposition 11. By Remark 13, p is a homeomorphism. 
Using the notation of Remark 13 we set Qi = Q( & ). F, = F(&, ), and Ni = #F,. Note that lim, _ I Q, 
= Q where Q = p - ‘( P)I F. Since supp( P) is n, (X)-invariant, since supp(Q) = supp( P) n F and since 
the n,(I)_translates of int F cover ‘5, it suffices to show that supp(Q)nint F is contained in L(y). 
To do this we fin an arbitrary constant E > 0; we shall show 
(A8) For erery /rzsupp(Q), rhe intersection In D is containrd in the wwighborhood of a geodesic in 
L(7). 
This implies Proposition 14. For let I~supp(Q)n in1 F. Since the union of the geodesics in L(y) is a 
closed subset of H. it follows from (A8) that 1 n D is contained in a geodesic in L(y). Since 1~ int F. the 
intersection 1 n D is a geodesic segment of positive length. Since this intersection is contained in ;i 
geodesic of L(y). it follows that 1~ L(y). 
It remains to establish (A8). 
Let .‘c = fin 7. Let h and c be the covering transformations determined by the loops /I and ;’ based 
at x. Their axes f? and C cross. For each integer n set b, = c”b, and let E, and C denote the axes of h, 
and c. 
By Remark 13 we have 
Qi = + c 6,. 
i I*F, 
By definition Ni is the number of translates of B,, that meet int D. Since by Lemma A2 the translation 
length of b,, tends to c with i, it follows that 
(A9) lim Ni= cx2. 
i - ,m 
We denote by K, the set of all 1 E F, such that I A D is contained in the c-neighborhood of a gcodcsic 
in f_(y). Let S, be the intcrscction of R, with the c-neighborhood of C. It follows from Lemma AZ that 
there is a coarse fundamental domain J. for the action of b, on B, such that S, c J.. and K, = J_ - S, 
is an arc whose length is bounded as n -+ co. Since the length of K, is bounded as n - x. the number 
of n,(Z)-translates of D that meet fi, is bounded. Thus the number of translates of K, that meet D is 
bounded. Rut each geodesic in k., - ‘6’, contains a translate of K, which meets D. thence # (F, - ‘6,) is 
bounded as i -+ ;L,. Combining this with (A9) we conclude that 
(AlO) 
Let us se1 
lim 1. #(F,-V,)=O. 
1 - n N, 
Then by (AIO) we have 
(Al 1) lim Q; = lim Q, = Q. 
I-ul I-u 
By definition, for every 1 E supp( Q;). the intersection 1 n D is contained in the c-neighborhood of a 
geodesic in L(y). Thus, (A8) follows from (A I I). q 
